FIRST PEOPLES’ CULTURAL COUNCIL

30 Years
SUPPORTING INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES,
ARTS AND CULTURES IN B.C.

First Nations Greetings
Hadih!  Je aa haanach’e?  Dzïn honzu!  Selǫt’į́ę́ nezų́ nek’ándehta’ 
zenē hoti’e  Dännch’e?  Tānisi?  éy swayel  Yak’éi ixwsiteení 
Kiʔsuʔk wiǂnam  Gwetaʔaghunt’i  ‘Uy’ kw’unus ‘i lumnamu  Yawc̓ 
ʔi ʔə čxʷ ʔə ʔa?  Dénht’ā  ÍY, SȻÁĆEL SIÁM NE SĆÁĆE  Dan’che’a? 
alhwá7acw!  Ha7lh n sḵwalwen kwins i kw’achnumi  Tātʼselʼšən si’yəmʔ 
Weyt-kp  Way̓ p‿isnəqsílxʷ  Hén̓łeʔ kʷ?  ‘Nit amhl wilawina?  Yaù 
Alhalatsicwliwanuks alh ti suuncwt?  Aam wilaa wilina?  Sii.ngaay ‘laa 
aamł wila waalsmii?  Ama xsaatgn!  ƛułaʔƛs dačooʔałqʔeyicx̣! 
ʔaʔǰɛč̓χʷot?  Yáu las aixstáuxvkua?  Ča čim ḥeʔusu?  ilakas’la 
Aanii, boozhoo  ʔiy te kwiykwiy? 

HÍSW̱ ḴE SIAM to FPCC for the many years of support that FPCC has
contributed to the revitalization of our SENĆOŦEN language and the
other First Nations languages of B.C.
NIȽ ȻE TŦE SḰÁL ȽTE ȻE ȽIȽEQ E TŦE Á,LEṈENEȻ ȽTE I, U, MEQ TŦE
SELSELI ȻSI LÁ,E. Our language connects us to our homelands and all
life contained within it.
XAXE TŦE SḰÁL ȽTE. NIȽ TŦE SḰÁL ȽTE ĆOȻES W̱ILṈEW̱ Ȼs ḰÁLTW̱
E TŦE SELSELHELIs U MEQ ȻO LÁTEṈ EṮ TŦE XAXE. Our language is
sacred. It’s our language that we the First Peoples use to speak directly
to the spirit of all things that the sacred one has made.
ĆENTÁṈ ȻE ḰÁL TŦE SṮELITKEȽ ȽTE SU LENOṈET W̱UĆISTEṈs I,
TŦE SḴÁLs I, TŦE ŚX̱ENÁṈs LO,E ȻO OṈESTEṈ ĆSE LÁ,E E TŦE
XAXE.I, TUE I, U, ÁȽE W̱ILṈEW̱. When our children speak our language,
then our teachings, ways and laws given by the sacred one survive.
And we the First Nations remain.
—J,SIṈTEN, John Elliott, Board Member, First Peoples’ Cultural
Foundation, SENĆOŦEN language teacher and speaker.

FIRST PEOPLES’ CULTURAL COUNCIL

For more information about this document,
contact:
First Peoples’ Cultural Council
1a Boat Ramp Road Brentwood Bay, B.C.
V8M 1N9
tel (250) 652-5952
fax (250) 652-5953
email info@fpcc.ca
For more information about First Peoples’
Cultural Council and its programs, visit us
online at fpcc.ca.
Other helpful links:
First Peoples’ Map of B.C.
maps.fpcc.ca
Endangered Languages Project
Endangeredlanguages.com

First Peoples’ Cultural Council is grateful to have
our office in the traditional unceded territory of the
WSÁNEĆ Nation people, in the village of WJOȽEȽP
and an additional satellite office at Tk’emlups, in
the traditional unceded territory of the Secwepemc
people. Our leadership and staff are honoured
to travel, conduct our work and provide support
throughout Indigenous homelands across what is
now called British Columbia (B.C.) and beyond.
A note about language usage in this document
For this document, we use both “Indigenous” and
“First Nations.” Our language programs support
B.C. First Nations languages, our heritage programs
support First Nations cultural heritage in B.C.,
and our arts programs support Indigenous artists,
including First Nations, Métis or Inuit artists who
reside in B.C.
Cover image: Provided by Jack Plant. "Unity" Sua
Cultural Program, Kitasoo and Xai’xais Nation,
Sharing Traditional Arts Across Generations recipients.

30 Years
SUPPORTING INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES,
ARTS AND CULTURES IN B.C.
30 YEAR ANNIVERSARY REPORT

CELEBRATING 30-YEARS
OF SUPPORTING OUR
LANGUAGES, ARTS AND
CULTURAL HERITAGE.
“This project was one of the most beneficial
experiences to my career. I got to learn from
one of the best producers, engineers and mix
engineers in Canada. Going forward this will
serve my community as I am a more capable
producer, and recording engineer. Going
forward when local musicians record with me I
will be able to deliver a sound and production
level of a much higher standard.” —Scott
Spicker, Emerging Indigenous Music Industry
Professionals Program recipient.

“Without the support of FPCC this longtime dream would not have come true. I am
forever humbled, honoured and grateful for the
guidance, encouragement and support. Thank
you will never seem like enough – this journey
over the last two years has been life changing.”
—Carly Nabess, Individual Artist grant recipient
“I’m happy to have the chance to help the
students learn to make moccasins. It’s good to
see the younger ones participating and learning
our ways.” —Edna, Grandparent and Heritage
Micro-Grant program participant with Gitanyow
Independent School

“This festival [Indigifest] is the culmination of
over a year of work by these new and developing
Indigenous performing artists and technicians.
Congratulations to First Peoples’ Cultural Council
for creating a stage for these inspiring artists to
share their excellence. Our government supports
this festival because we believe in a vibrant arts
and culture sector that reflects the diversity in
the province.” —Lisa Beare, Minister of Tourism,
Arts and Culture 2017–2020
“It is really positive the way this work is
connecting people from each community and it
has a ripple effect to show other communities
how we can work together.” —Eleanor Nooski,
Language Program Coordinator, Nadleh Whut’en
“Reclaiming my Language is one of the best.
The ‘domino effect’ does not quite capture the
words I am struggling with expressing. In 10
short weeks our community members were
able to make paradigm shifts. Sometimes these
shifts take a lifetime to understand, address, and
change. This was an opportunity for miracacles
to happen. Miracles happened.” —Carole
Holmes, Language Manager, Upper Nicola Band

“It is an honour for me to acknowledge and
celebrate the far reaching accomplishments
of First Peoples' Cultural Council. This
organization has shown by example how working
alongside First Nations in collaborative, mutual
partnerships can achieve truly remarkable results
in protecting, revitalizing and upholding First
Peoples languages, cultures, arts and heritage.”
—Dr. Lorna Williams, Wánosts’a7, Lil'watul,
First Peoples’ Cultural Foundation Board Chair,
Professor Emerita, University of Victoria
“When we explain the program to the Elders,
they get excited and they want to be recorded.
They say that they want to leave a legacy behind
and they want to be part of the revitalization of
the language.” —Geraldine Gunanoot, Language
Coordinator in Stellat’en
“The FPCC Arts Micro-Grant has allowed me
to expand my artistic and cultural teachings
and reach through the region. When I received
positive feedback and encouragement from
the attendees at the Makers Mixer event, I was
reaffirmed that my Indigenous llluminations was
valued and very much needed in our community.”
—Jamin Zuroski, ‘Namgis First Nation artist
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First Nations communities

34

Languages

90+

Language dialects

COUNTLESS
Artistic and cultural traditions
The place we now call British
Columbia is home to one of the
most culturally diverse Indigenous
populations in the world.

FOR MORE than a century and a half,
Indigenous people in B.C. were forcibly
separated from our unique languages,
cultural landscapes and rich artistic
practices – in essence, the very things
that define us.
For the past 30 years, the First Peoples’
Cultural Council has worked to
reclaim the languages, arts and cultural
heritage that are our birthright as
Indigenous people.

THE FIRST PEOPLES’ Cultural Council supports
the revitalization of Indigenous languages, arts and
cultural heritage in B.C. We empower Indigenous
communities to strengthen and rebuild the
cultural systems that have been disrupted through
colonization so that our languages, arts and
cultural heritage can thrive once again.
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LETTER FROM THE
BOARD CHAIR
We are proud to present the First
Peoples’ Cultural Council (FPCC)
30-year anniversary report. As
an Indigenous-led B.C. crown
corporation, our mandate over the
last three decades has focused
on the revitalization of Indigenous
languages, arts and cultural
heritage. We have grown
from a small team focused primarily
on delivering grant funding to
an internationally recognized
organization. We provide global
leadership, hands-on support for
community capacity development,
technical expertise and advice,
input into policy and legislation and
innovative technologies.
As a community-led organization,
we deliver 25 programs that we
have designed to meet community
needs. Through each of these
programs, we provide funding,
training and resources to enable
communities to be successful. We
also lead the way with research
to better understand the status
of Indigenous languages, arts
and culture heritage. Based on this
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research we develop appropriate
responses, including tools and technologies to support the intergenerational transfer of knowledge and
cultural revitalization. This research
informs advocacy and policy development to increase resources for
Indigenous communities.
Over the past decade, public
awareness of the impacts of
colonization have grown, and
it is widely acknowledged that
Indigenous people have endured
attempted cultural genocide.
Reconciliation is about making
amends for past wrongs and
creating a better future, and
doing so must involve upholding
Indigenous peoples’ rights to
our language, arts and cultural
heritage. Valuing and protecting
the knowledge and worldviews
expressed through Indigenous
languages, arts and cultural heritage
is essential to the collective health
and well-being of Indigenous
people and all Canadians.
We have a vision of the future in
which Indigenous languages, arts
and cultural heritage in B.C. are

thriving. We know that Indigenous
languages, arts and cultural heritage
are still under significant threat,
and there is a long journey ahead.
Communities are working hard to
address the urgency of this threat as
the number of fluent speakers and
traditional Knowledge Keepers is
declining. However, we may have
many reasons to celebrate
the successes of communities as
more people are learning their
languages and keeping their arts
and culture alive.
We are witnessing a flourishing of
Indigenous languages, arts and
culture that is a testament to the
dedication of communities. The
voices of Indigenous people have
brought attention to the importance
of language, arts and cultural
heritage and now communities
have more strategies, funding and
programs than ever before. Our
circle of funders and partners has
grown. Recent investments and
legislation at both the provincial
and national level have provided us
with greater funding and stability to
address our mandate. Communities
are expanding their programs and

developing innovative approaches
to support to healing, economic
growth and the rebuilding of our
cultural systems.
In this report, we are excited
to share with you the past and
current successes that have
empowered communities and
led to life-changing impacts. This
work is of critical importance in
creating a world in which the
richness of Indigenous cultures is
honoured and protected for future
generations.

Cynthia Jensen Fisk (Laax Lo'op),
Board Chair

LETTER FROM THE CEO
We have seen incredible growth since we
produced our 25-year anniversary report
in 2015. At that point in time, we had
provided almost $38 million in funding
since our establishment in 1990, and
in the five years since, we provided an
additional $22 million. Some important
factors led to this growth:
• In 2015, the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission (TRC)
released 94 Calls to Action, which
acknowledged the impact of
residential schools on Indigenous
languages, arts and culture, and
called on government and other
sectors to take action to redress the
harm that was caused.
• In 2016, Canada adopted the
United Nations Declaration on
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
(UNDRIP), which acknowledges
that Indigenous people have a right
to practice their language
and culture.
• In 2017, the B.C. government
committed to adopting UNDRIP
and the TRC Calls to Action.
• In 2018, FPCC advocated
for investments from the B.C.
government, resulting in a
$50 million investment in the

•

•

revitalization of Indigenous
languages.
In 2018, FPCC worked with B.C.
First Nations to provide input into
Canada’s Indigenous Languages
Act, which was passed in 2019
and supports the reclamation,
revitalization, maintenance and
strengthening of Indigenous
languages in Canada.
In 2019, FPCC hosted Indigenous
language leaders from across the
world to attend the HELISET TŦE
SḰÁL – ‘Let the Languages Live’
2019 international conference on
Indigenous languages, in honour
of the UNESCO Year of Indigenous
Languages. That same year, FPCC
hosted Indigifest, the first ever
Indigenous-led music festival in
B.C., and in 2020 FPCC hosted
the inaugural gathering of the
B.C Indigenous Cultural Heritage
Committee.

With increased recognition, funding,
partnership and support, we have
been able to provide enhanced
services to communities. As a provincial
organization, we take a strategic
approach to implementing the most
effective practices to support the

revitalization of Indigenous languages,
arts and cultural heritage. Our programs
are developed based on community
input and best practices inspired from
Indigenous peoples around the world.
We support grant participants, not just
with funding but also with technical
expertise that creates new skills and
contributes to self-determination in
Indigenous communities.
FPCC is unique in that it employs people
for their Indigenous knowledge, making
our programming a critical component
of economic growth and recovery in a
world impacted by COVID-19. We have
been keeping people employed during
the pandemic. The ripple effects of FPCC
programming contribute to economic
development by creating new jobs
and economic activity grounded in an
Indigenous approach.
We provide global leadership and
expertise. Our FirstVoices platform
provides innovative technology to make
Indigenous languages accessible in
everyday life through smartphones, online
dictionaries and digital documentation.
We produce research and policy papers
that help inform provincial and national
decision-making, and guide communities

with information on the latest proven
approaches and best practices.
In all of our work, we partner with
communities to develop and deliver
impactful programming. Because of
the programs provided through FPCC,
individuals have had opportunities
to gain skills and knowledge, pursue
dreams and career paths, connect with
older and younger generations, and
develop initiatives that employ and
empower Indigenous people. All these
impacts have supported the health and
well-being of Indigenous people and
have celebrated and honoured the rich
diversity of Indigenous cultures in B.C.
Over the coming years, we will
continue to focus on expanding
our valued programs by bringing in
funding, resources and expertise to
enable Indigenous languages, arts and
cultural heritage – and the people and
communities they are connected to – to
prosper and thrive.

Tracey Herbert, Executive Director
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About the First Peoples’ Cultural Council

Why Our Work Matters

FPCC is an Indigenous-led crown
corporation that was created
in 1990 to administer the First
Peoples’ Heritage, Language and
Culture Act. FPCC’s purpose, as
laid out in the Act, is to provide
leadership for the revitalization of
Indigenous languages, arts and
cultural heritage in B.C. We have
an Indigenous-led governance
structure, as our board and
advisory committee are made up
of representatives from each B.C.
First Nations language group.

Indigenous languages, arts and cultures
are foundational aspects of the identity and
well-being of Indigenous people. Each of the
34 First Nations languages in B.C. contains
a unique worldview and value system that
guides a way of life specific to its culture.
The languages, arts and cultural heritage
of Indigenous people in B.C. hold critical
meaning that is valuable for Indigenous and
non-Indigenous people alike.

Colonialist structures and
systems such as residential
schools and the Sixties Scoop
have had far-reaching impacts
on our Indigenous communities,
preventing us from living
according to traditional ways and
from passing on our languages,
arts and cultural heritage across
generations. This has resulted

in an urgent need to protect
these valuable ways of being and
knowing before they are lost.
Throughout the past 30 years,
FPCC has worked in partnership
with Indigenous communities,
language leaders and champions,
artists and Knowledge Keepers to
drive systemic change to support
the revitalization of languages,
arts and cultural heritage.
We provide advice to
governments and advocate
for greater understanding
and resources. We liaise with
international leaders and
experts to develop world-class
strategies, and we work in close
collaboration with Indigenous
partners in B.C to ensure that our
programs and resources support
the unique needs of diverse
cultures across the province.

Indigenous languages, arts and cultures are
currently under severe threat. Generations of
colonial oppression and low levels of funding
and support have led to a precarious situation
in which many languages, arts and cultural
practices are at risk. Indigenous people have
not and will not relinquish the languages, arts
and cultural heritages that are central to our
identities. We are working hard to revitalize
and sustain what makes us who we are.
This work has many significant impacts,
including the following:

Creating new jobs and
opportunities to support
economic growth
FPCC’s programs create
opportunities for Indigenous
people to develop and apply
their Indigenous expertise
to contribute to B.C.’s
economic growth. FPCC
program participants have
gone on to work in diverse
roles, as many of the skills
and experiences gained
through FPCC programs have
broad applications beyond
the sector of Indigenous
languages, arts and cultural
heritage. As one of the few
organizations that employs
people specifically for their
Indigenous knowledge and
supports a decolonized model
of Indigenous economic
development, FPCC’s work
is a crucial component of
economic growth. The
impacts of COVID-19 have
made this work all the more
important, as we are creating
job opportunities during the
pandemic and will contribute
to economic recovery postpandemic.

Driving social change in
Indigenous communities
The key to addressing the
socio-economic and health
challenges facing Indigenous
people is to attend to the
root cause, namely the
dispossession of land and
losses of language, art and
culture. Language, arts and
cultural programming has
been shown to improve
educational outcomes,
decrease mental health and
addictions challenges, and
increase health and wellbeing. All of these impacts
support strong Indigenous
communities and economies.
Promoting selfdetermination and
Indigenous rights
Indigenous languages, arts
and cultural heritage contain
our rules for governance, our
health and social systems,
and our land management
practices. Our languages, arts
and cultural heritage are at
the heart of self-determination
and self-governance and
demonstrate our connection
and rights to the lands and
waters we call home.

Combatting climate
change and environmental
degradation
Beyond the incalculable
benefits to Indigenous
people, there are farreaching benefits to the
revitalization of Indigenous
languages, arts and cultural
heritage for all Canadians.
Indigenous languages, arts
and cultures contain valuable
ecological knowledge that
is crucially needed to inform
environmental management
strategies for navigating the
climate emergency we are
currently facing.
Contributing to a culturally
diverse society
Everyone’s lives are enriched
by the unique and varied
worldviews embodied
in languages, arts and
cultures, as these widen
our perspectives on life and
the universe and help us to
see things in new ways. A
society that nourishes cultural
diversity can help to foster
interrelationships in which
each of us is valued for who
we are.
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Our Vision

Our Values

What We Do

Indigenous languages, arts and cultural
heritage in B.C. are thriving. The knowledge
and worldviews expressed through
Indigenous languages, arts and cultural
heritage are valued as essential to our
collective well-being and human rights.

Indigenous-led – As an Indigenous
organization, our work is grounded in
Indigenous values and knowledge and is
led by a First Nations Board of Directors and
Advisory Committee.

• Work in partnership with Indigenous
communities to design and deliver
programs and resources based on research
and community needs
• Create a comprehensive and strategic
approach to the revitalization of
Indigenous languages, arts and cultural
heritage
• Provide specialized training and outreach
to Indigenous communities in B.C. in areas
such as language revitalization planning
and immersion programs, documentation
and technology, arts marketing and cultural
heritage preservation
• Seek and provide funding to Indigenous
communities in B.C. for language, arts and
cultural heritage projects
• Conduct and share research about best
practices in the revitalization of Indigenous
languages, arts and culture
• Advocate for and advise government on
issues related to Indigenous languages,
arts and culture
• Provide leadership locally and globally
in Indigenous language, arts and cultural
revitalization

Our Mission
The First Peoples’ Cultural Council provides
leadership to strengthen and rebuild systems
disrupted by cultural genocide through the
revitalization of Indigenous languages, arts
and cultural heritage. We do this by:
• Empowering communities to reach their
goals by offering opportunities for skill
development, coaching, grant funding,
resources and models of success
• Honouring the knowledge of Indigenous
people by providing funding for them to
develop and share their expertise
• Providing leadership through subject
matter expertise, innovative technologies,
best practices and knowledge sharing
• Practicing a community-based approach
by partnering with communities to deliver
successful language, arts and cultural
heritage programs
• Advocating for increased recognition
and support for the inherent value of
Indigenous languages, arts and cultural
heritage

Accountable – We are committed to
accountability, transparency, integrity and
respect for Indigenous cultural protocols in
all that we do.
Results-based – We deliver programs that
work, informed by community-identified
needs and solutions as well as research and
proven best practices.
Reciprocal – We work in meaningful
relationships with B.C. First Nations and
Indigenous people, funding partners and
other stakeholders in ways that strengthen
us all.
Generous – We freely share knowledge, best
practices, models and resources as we offer
our time, energy and expertise to support
others.
Committed – We are compassionate and
dedicated to our sacred responsibility
to create a world in which Indigenous
languages, arts and cultural heritage are
thriving.

Supporting Communities
FPCC works with Indigenous communities to
lay the groundwork for long-term success in the
rebuilding of cultural systems – moving beyond
one-time project grants to provide programs,
services and resources that build the foundation
for language, arts and cultural heritage to thrive.

IN 2019–20

900+
PEOPLE
RECEIVED SKILLS
TRAINING

Skills training
FPCC provides
specialized training
in the revitalization of
Indigenous languages,
arts and cultures. The
skills addressed in this
training have applications
beyond FPCC programs
and can be applied in a
wide range of careers.

Outreach and support
FPCC’s regional coaches
share resources and
offer project support
and guidance to
grant applicants
and recipients. Our
language revitalization
coaches support First
Nations communities
throughout the province
with strategic language
planning. Our arts
community outreach
coach assists Indigenous
artists and organizations
in accessing FPCC
programs and resources.

Increasing investment
FPCC advocates for
investment in B.C.
Indigenous languages,
arts and cultural heritage
and influences policy
to protect the rights of
Indigenous people to
speak their language and
practice their culture. Our
goal is to generate longterm, sustainable support
to allow Indigenous
people and communities
to rebuild cultural
infrastructure impacted by
colonial genocide.

Developing and sharing
resources
FPCC develops
customized resources
such as learning tools and
apps, handbooks and
templates, and videos
and webinars to support
communities in their
work. These resources
connect Indigenous
communities with
world-class tools and
information based on
research and expertise.
They are free and
available for anyone to
access.

Networks, planning and
infrastructure
We promote the
development of
infrastructure, networks
and resources for
the revitalization of
Indigenous languages,
arts and cultural heritage
through planning and
infrastructure grants,
conferences and events,
committees of experts
and Knowledge Keepers,
and training and retreats.
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SUCCESS STORY
“Our young apprentices are very excited about
language work because they’re so involved in
projects. We have young adults in university, getting
education degrees. They will be able to replace my
sister and me as language teachers.”
—J,SINTIN (John Elliott)
J,SIṈTIN (John Elliott) was in one of the early
participant groups of the FPCC Mentor-Apprentice
Program (MAP), a program that pairs a language
apprentice with a fluent speaker to complete
immersion learning.
With decades of teaching SENĆOŦEN now behind
him, J,SIṈTIN continues to share the SENĆOŦEN
language with younger generations in his
community. FPCC has supported the W̱SÁNEĆ Tribal
School Board’s development of language programs
for all ages. Adult language learners at the ȽÁU,
WELṈEW̱ Tribal School, who have completed their
own language learning and then pursued postsecondary education degrees, are now teaching
SENĆOŦEN to the next generation of young learners
at one of the only full immersion First Nations primary
schools in B.C.
This has created a unique opportunity for
SENĆOŦEN-speaking people to be recognized for
their Indigenous language knowledge and expertise
through careers in education that are based in their
own community.
20

30 YEARS OF PROGRESS
First
Peoples’
Heritage,
Language
and Culture
Council
(FPHLCC) is
created by
legislation

1990

1991
FPHLCC
launches its
first grant
programs

FPHLCC enters
partnership
with the BC
Arts Council
to deliver and
develop the
Aboriginal Arts
Development
Awards

1996

2003

New immersionfocused language
programs are
launched based
on feedback from
BC First Nations
communities
and Indigenous
language experts
(Mentor-Apprentice,
Language and
Culture Immersion
Camp, Language
Revitalization
Planning)

2007

2005

FirstVoices
FPHLCC
launches with
launches
first 15 B.C.
FirstVoicesKids
languages
for pre-readers
FPHLCC
partners with
the Vancouver
Opera to create
an Indigenized
interpretation of
the Magic Flute

FPCC and
Google
The FirstVoices
launch the
Language Tutor
Endangered
web application
Languages
is developed
Project with
the University
FPCC published
of Hawai’i
the first Report
at Manoa
on the Status of
and Eastern
B.C. First Nations
Michigan
Languages
University

FPCC partners
with the Royal
BC Museum and
leads the creation
of content for
the "Our Living
Languages"
exhibition

2010

2014

2008
FirstVoices.com
receives the
Premier's Award
for Excellence in
the Partnership
category

2012

2011
FPHLCC
launches
FirstVoices
Dictionary
Apps for
10 B.C.
languages

2012
The First Peoples’
Arts Map launches
FPCC receives the
Representative
for Children and
Youth Award of
Excellence in
Cultural Heritage
and Diversity

FPCC launches
the Indigenous
Music Initiative in
Partnership with
Creative BC with
two new grant
programs
FPCC launches
the Indigenous
Music Initiative in
Partnership with
Creative BC with
two new grant
programs

2018

2016
FPCC launches
groundbreaking
Indigenous
language
FirstVoices
Keyboards app,
which allows
users to text
in over 100
languages

2017

FPCC launches
Indigenous Arts
Scholarship

B.C. allocates a
$50 million grant
to FPCC to help
revitalize First
Nations languages
in British Columbia

FPCC hosts
a forum on
Indigenous
cultural heritage

2018

2020

2019

FPCC holds
FPCC hosts Indigifest,
engagement
a one-day Indigenous
sessions on
music and cultural
Indigenous
festival
languages
FPCC releases
legislation with
“Recognizing and
Indigenous
people across Including Indigenous
Cultural Heritage
B.C.
in B.C.”, a policy
paper on Indigenous
cultural heritage.
FPCC launches the
cultural heritage
grant program
with two new grant
programs

2019
FPCC launches language
revitalization coaching
program to support
communities with the
development of language
revitalization plans
FPCC & First Peoples' Cultural
Foundation partner to co-host
HELISET TŦE SḰÁL – ‘Let
the Languages Live’ 2019
international conference on
Indigenous languages
FPCC establishes the
Indigenous Cultural Heritage
Advisory Committee

64
Archives of
First Nations
languages

18

132,591

FirstVoices
dictionary apps for
iphone/android

Words on FirstVoices

86,640
Phrases on FirstVoices

10
Policy recommendations &

1,100
Art projects
funded

52
Language
nests

6
Formal endorsements

20
3,000

First Indigenous
music retreat
participants

Indigifest attendees

17
Indigifest performance groups

219
Mentor-Apprentice
teams

100
First Nations
languages supported
by FirstVoices
keyboards app

OVER THE LAST 30 YEARS
FPCC HAS DELIVERED
$72 MILLION IN
PROGRAM FUNDING.

KEY SUCCESSES

“Because of the First Peoples’ Cultural Council, B.C. is the envy across
the country. There is no other province that has an organization like
First Peoples’ Cultural Council.”—Chief Ron Ignace, Assembly of First
Nations National Chiefs’ Committee on Languages and Culture

Digital resources support language learning and documentation
FirstVoices is a digital platform of web-based tools and resources that FPCC
developed to support Indigenous communities with language learning and
documentation. FirstVoices is a shared platform owned by Indigenous communities
that provides users with access to their language wherever they live. First Nations
maintain ownership and control of the data they upload to FirstVoices. FirstVoices
has allowed for the creation of apps and web-based dictionaries that provide
language learners of all ages with more options and possibilities for teaching and
learning their language.
Empowering communities through skill-building and professional
development
FPCC programs provide much more than just grant funding. Skills-based training
delivered through community visits, workshops, webinars and individualized
coaching from regional coaches provides opportunities to build community
expertise and foster leadership. In addition to training, we have developed
resources such as fact sheets, toolkits and templates to assist with community
planning and projects. FPCC’s approach to training is focused on relationshipbuilding, and resources are developed in response to community needs.
Re-establishing intergenerational transmission through language immersion
Language immersion is the most effective way for learners to build proficiency.
Language nests are programs that bring together preschool-aged children and
speakers. The Mentor-Apprentice Program (MAP) pairs adult language learners
with proficient speakers for an organic immersion experience. Together, language
nests and MAP have been a key part of FPCC’s success in supporting language
immersion in B.C. The Language Revitalization Planning Program provides
communities with funding and direct coaching support to create a plan for
language revitalization that meets community needs.

Advocacy for increased awareness, funding and legislation
As an Indigenous-led organization, FPCC acts as a liaison between Indigenous
communities and government, advocating for better funding and legislation to
support the revitalization of languages, arts and cultures. We have listened to
communities’ stories and encouraged governments to act in response. Results
include a historic $50 million investment in Indigenous languages by the B.C
government; the passing of Bill C-91, the Indigenous Languages Act; and increased
government funding and support for Indigenous arts and cultural heritage.
Support for Indigenous artists
FPCC supports Indigenous artists of all types, including visual and performance
artists, writers and arts administrators. Our music initiatives provide funding
and training to musicians and recording artists and bring together musicians to
showcase Indigenous music. Arts are key contributors to community health and
well-being and economic development. Through support for the arts, we support
the regeneration of strong cultural systems in Indigenous communities.
Rapid growth of programs to support Indigenous cultural heritage
FPCC is the only organization in B.C. mandated to support the revitalization of
Indigenous cultural heritage. In the past two years, we have introduced three new
grant streams to support the preservation of Indigenous cultural heritage in B.C.
and raised over $4 million from the Heritage Branch of the B.C. Ministry of Forests,
Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development. We established
an Indigenous Cultural Heritage Advisory Committee and hosted an Indigenous
Cultural Heritage Forum. We also published a policy paper on Indigenous Cultural
Heritage in B.C. that has received local and international recognition for its
relevance and significance to Indigenous cultural heritage in Canada.
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LANGUAGE

LANGUAGE
Our languages are the roots of our cultures – connecting us to the land,
Traditional Knowledge, stories. All that we know and all our relationships grow
from the words and experiences of our ancestors.
For the past 30 years, the FPCC has collaborated with First Nations communities
who are working to carry their language into the future.
FPCC is a strong advocate for our right to speak our languages, and we work
hard to secure investment in First Nations languages. The goal of our language
programming is to create stable populations of fluent speakers who are passing
their languages on to the next generations. We do this through providing grant
funding for programs that increase fluency. Beyond grant funding, our programs
and services empower communities with technical expertise, resources and
comprehensive plans to ensure the ongoing vitality of their languages.

Pathways to Language Vitality Program
This program supports community-led projects that
revitalize First Nations languages in B.C. and help create
new fluent speakers. The Pathways program combines
funding for the current Language Nest Program, B.C.

Language Initiative, Indigenous Languages Grant
(formerly called ALI) and the Language Gathering &
Sharing Grants into a single program. Combining these
programs into one application makes it more flexible for
communities to address their unique needs and lessens
the burden of multiple applications and reports.
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LANGUAGE

SUCCESS STORY
"It’s a good starting point for talking
and planning from a more regional
perspective and working towards
expanding and including more people in
the revitalization of our language."
— Gary Oker
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The 2019 Northern Dene Gathering
– Reconnecting Our History: Ice Age
to Digital Age event in Doig River First
Nation supported collaboration among
up to 12 Dane-Zaa communities. Gary
Oker, Doig River First Nation Councillor
and event organizer, says that the goal
of their event was to “create a language
revitalization plan supported by a strong

language archive that includes key
cultural stories to capture and preserve
our language.”
Gary Oker was pleased with how
the event raised awareness about
language revitalization and allowed the
communities involved to share resources
with each other.

LANGUAGE

LANGUAGE



SUCCESS STORY
"All I want for our kids is for them
to have that identity and be able
to talk to other speakers and know
that those connections are there. I
hear the kids saying k̓i! Kwak’wala
(speak Kwak’wala), and so they are
reminding each other to speak in the
language, and that’s huge for me."
—Hiʔliqilaʔgelis (Natasha Green)

Hiʔliqilaʔgelis (Natasha Green) began
her language-learning journey in the
First Peoples' Cultural Council MentorApprentice Program. Her efforts to learn
her language sparked her involvement in
the FPCC-funded Kwanwatsi Language
Nest and helped to advance her career.
Youth Empowered Speakers Program
This program is for youth to learn their language while
preparing for a career in language revitalization. It
provides training, paid work internships and funding for
education and living allowance, in addition to MentorApprentice language learning.
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Mentor-Apprentice Program
This program supports one-on-one learning between
a language learner and a fluent speaker. The program
funds 300 hours of immersion over the course of a year,
and FPCC provides training and support.

Natasha initially asked her grandfather
Udzistalis (John Speck) to be her
language mentor so that he would have
someone to speak fluently with. After
her grandma passed, she recognized
that this was something her grandfather
needed and something she wanted to
learn for herself.

By becoming fluent in her language
and learning how to teach, Natasha
developed the skills she needed
to oversee the implementation of
immersion programming for the next
generation of Kwak'wala speakers.
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The program offers two
components: FirstVoices, to record
and upload to the FirstVoices
platform, and Digitization, to
convert language resources in old or
inaccessible formats such as audio
cassette or VHS tapes to digital
formats so they can be preserved for
future generations.

Reclaiming My Language Program
This program is designed to support
people who understand their Indigenous language but do not speak it. It
combines cognitive behavioural therapy with opportunities for language
practice with a supportive mentor.

LANGUAGE


SUCCESS STORY
"I was just amazed at myself, how the language just
started to pour out because I already heard it as a
child. It was there, deep down, but I never did speak
it. This program has helped me to have that release."
—Course participant Seraphine Stewart
FPCC provides programming that confronts the
damaging effects of colonialism and creates
opportunities for Indigenous people to feel pride in
their languages and cultures. Decades of residential
school policies and their intergenerational effects
have created trauma that prevents some Indigenous
people from speaking their languages.
Reclaiming My Language: A Course for Silent
Speakers, an FPCC language program adapted
from the Indigenous Sami people, uses cognitive
behavioural therapy to heal the loss of language in
those who know their language but can’t speak it.
The Upper Nicola Band received an FPCC grant for
this program in 2019. Carole Holmes, Language
Manager, describes the course as “One of the
best. The ‘domino effect’ does not quite capture
the words I am struggling with expressing. In 10
short weeks, our community members were able to
make paradigm shifts. Sometimes these shifts take a
lifetime to understand, address and change.
This was an opportunity for miracles to happen.
Miracles happened.

LANGUAGE

Language Technology Program
This program provides funding,
training and ongoing support so
communities can adopt new language
technologies.

FIRSTVOICES
Language technology is an integral part of language revitalization. FirstVoices is FPCC’s
internationally recognized online Indigenous language resource that allows communities
to document their language for future generations. First Nations can upload dictionaries,
alphabets, songs, stories, words and phrases, as well as audio and video content to their
community archives.
FirstVoices is a shared and sustainable software that is a safe place for communities to house
their language data securely. FirstVoices was launched in 2002 and FPCC has been developing
increasingly advanced language technology ever since.
The goal of the FirstVoices Program is that every First Nations language in B.C. will be
accessible and comprehensively documented. FPCC provides access to state-of-the-art
technologies, training and technical support to community language champions. FirstVoices
technology allows communities to develop new materials in digital format, such as language
workbooks and other materials for language teaching and learning.
FirstVoices is also an incredible tool for anyone to use so they can learn more about the First
Nations languages, find greetings and common phrases, and start learning the language from
the place where they live.

Supporting community
language revitalization
The FirstVoices team has
a focus on building the
technological skills within
communities to document
their languages. FPCC
provides direct training and
support to users of FirstVoices
through the Language
Technology Program. In the
coming years, the FirstVoices
team will build a network of
local Indigenous technology
ambassadors, who will work
within communities to inform
the ongoing development
of FirstVoices and the future
of Indigenous language
technologies.

Intergenerational impact
The work of language
documentation is
intergenerational, and
FirstVoices often brings
together teams of fluent
Elders and technically
knowledgeable younger
people work together to
record words, phrases,
alphabets, songs, stories and
sometimes entire language
dictionaries.

Inclusion of Indigenous
languages
FPCC works to raise awareness
about and promote inclusion
of Indigenous languages
in existing and emerging
technologies, so that
Indigenous people can access
the latest technology in their
own language. This lays the
groundwork for current trends
such as voice recognition,
speech-to-text software,
Google translate and hashtags
to be compatible with
Indigenous languages.

Making apps and language
learning tools accessible
The FirstVoices team is
developing apps to allow
language learners to use
FirstVoices anywhere and
anytime. In addition to apps,
other language learning tools
are being integrated to create
more options and possibilities
for teaching and learning. For
example, FirstVoices Kids, a
set of games and activities
for young children that was
originally developed in
2004, will be re-developed
beginning in 2021/22 to
bring it up-to-date with current
technology trends. And
FirstVoices keyboards allow
users to text and write in their
language.

Indigenous-owned data
Unlike some for-profit
commercial platforms,
FirstVoices provides a First
Nations–owned space where
communities can document
their languages and store
language data in a secure way.
FirstVoices was developed so
that communities can share
their knowledge and skills and
support each other and this
makes FirstVoices distinct from
commercialized language
technology that is developed
for profit. All language data
uploaded to FirstVoices
is owned by First Nations
communities and can be
accessed by them at any time.
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The FirstVoices platform now hosts 32 of B.C.’s 34 First Nations
languages and 64 dialects, each with its own dictionary, alphabet and
corresponding keyboard. Tens of thousands of words and phrases are
available, including audio and video recordings.

SUCCESS STORY
When we explain the FirstVoices
program to the Elders, they get excited
and they want to be recorded. They
say that they want to leave a legacy
behind and they want to be part of the
revitalization of the language.

The Nadleh/Stella Dakelh FirstVoices
archive is a great example of how
communities with a shared language
are working together to build their
community archive. Geraldine Gunanoot,
Language Coordinator in Stellat’en, is
excited to see the collaborative work
being done in the Nadleh/Stella Dakelh
archive on FirstVoices.com and the
impact it’s having in the community.
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ARTS

ARTS
Indigenous arts are integral components of Indigenous identity that play critical roles in
Indigenous governance, education, communications and community well-being. Indigenous
arts practices are inherently connected to language, culture and landscapes, making their
revitalization essential to the overall health of communities.
The goal of the FPCC arts program is that the values, teaching and practices of Indigenous arts
are being passed on to future generations, and that there is a strong Indigenous-determined
cultural and economic infrastructure to support the revitalization of Indigenous arts.
To this end, FPCC has supported Indigenous arts in countless formats over the past 30 years,
including visual arts, performance arts, music and multimedia. This support promotes the
development of Indigenous artists as well as arts professionals, such as arts administrators
and promoters. These programs are critical to protecting and strengthening cultural art forms
impacted by colonization by sharing knowledge between generations.
Increasingly, the general public is becoming more aware of the value of Indigenous arts and
their critical role in Indigenous communities. As we grow our programming, we are focusing
on strategies to promote Indigenous-led services that will allow Indigenous arts to thrive over
the long-term. Demand for funding and support for Indigenous arts revitalization continues to
grow, and so we continue to advocate for more resources for Indigenous artists in B.C.

Individual Artists
This program supports Indigenous
artists and arts professionals in B.C.
to develop skills and knowledge, to
pursue new approaches or to devote
more time to their work.
Organizations and Collectives
This program supports Indigenous
organizations, societies and arts
collectives to revitalize and advance
Indigenous arts practices through
collaborative projects, networking,
leadership training and other
initiatives.
Community Arts Infrastructure
This program empowers communities
by providing resources to develop
infrastructure for Indigenous arts
and culture, including adapting and
improving existing spaces so they can
be used to create, share and showcase
Indigenous arts.

ARTS

ARTS

SUCCESS STORY
"Writing this book has without question
impacted my career, and more
profoundly, it impacted me as a human
being. As I sat every day and wrote,
I was being reminded of the strength,
resilience, humour and joy of our
Elders." —Monique Gray Smith
Monique Gray Smith, of Cree and
mixed ancestry, is an author and public
speaker with a focus on stories of
resilience in Indigenous communities
and paths to reconciliation. FPCC
supported her early in her career with
an Individual Artist Grant in 2015 for
the research, travel and writing time
required for her book Tilly and the
Crazy Eights. The financial support
from FPCC made this book, about a
group of Elders on a bucket-list road
trip, possible.
“Had I not received the grant, this
book would probably not be done
yet,” says Monique. “I am incredibly
grateful to FPCC for seeing the
potential in the story idea that I had,
and for upholding it by honouring my
application with a grant.”
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Sharing Traditional Arts
This grant supports projects where the
primary focus is passing on traditional
arts skills and knowledge through
generations.
Arts Administrator Internships
This program facilitates ongoing
community-based arts revitalization
through projects that support the
professional development of arts
administrators. Participants undertake an
internship with a cultural organization or a
professional mentorship.

Indigenous Arts Scholarships
This program provides scholarships for
the development of First Nations, Métis
and Inuit artists and arts practitioners
residing in B.C. This is the first FPCC
program to support full-time students
pursuing arts education through either
post-secondary or mentorship training.

Arts Vitality Micro-Grants
Arts Micro-Grants provide funding to
Indigenous artists and collectives to
pursue new approaches, collaborate
in arts partnerships or participate in
arts gatherings. These grants allow
Indigenous artists and collectives to
respond to emergent opportunities to
achieve their goals.
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SUCCESS STORY
"I’ve always, throughout my career,
found FPCC to be a safe harbour
for my work." —Kevin Loring
Award-winning actor, playwright and
artistic director Kevin Loring, from
the N’laka’pamux (Thompson) First
Nation, credits FPCC’s initial support
though arts funding grants as being
instrumental in growing his career
over the last 20 years. In his current
role as the first artistic director of
Indigenous theatre at the National Arts
Centre, Kevin now works to provide
opportunities for Indigenous people
to access the performance industry,
develop their skills and find a space to
share their stories. Loring believes it is
important to give people a voice and
to know that their voice is powerful
and valid.
“We have a huge role in mentoring
artists on multiple levels … Every one
of these projects that we do is an
opportunity to bring more people in.
Our stories are medicine, and I believe
that, so that’s where I work from.”

ARTS

ARTS

The Indigenous
Music Initiative

FPCC partners with Creative BC to offer
Indigenous music programs. The focus of
these programs is to increase opportunities
for Indigenous music industry professionals
to participate in and influence B.C.’s music
industry through knowledge transfer,
professional development and the creation
of new music opportunities.

Music Recording Industry Program
This program supports emerging and
established Indigenous recording
engineers, producers and recording
studios. It grows professional capacity
by supporting knowledge and skill
development, networking and
business opportunities, and funding
for equipment.
Touring, Promotions/Marketing and
Performance Initiatives
This program supports Indigenous artists,
groups and collectives with touring,
promotions, marketing and performance
activities within Canada that will lead to
increased professional opportunities.
Music Industry Professionals Program
Participants gain knowledge and
strengthen skills as administrators,
managers, promoters, agents, event
organizers or presenters through a
mentorship or internship.
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Indigenous Music Retreat
The Indigenous Music Retreat, in
partnership with Creative BC, brings
20 dedicated artists from across B.C.
together to further develop and expand
their careers in today’s music industry.
Programming includes workshops,
round table discussions, one-on-one
consultations and coaching, and an
evening showcase. The Indigenous
Music Retreat is open to First Nations,
Métis and Inuit music artists who
demonstrate a lived commitment to a
career in music.
Participants of the 2018 retreat have
gone on to release new albums, enter
into successful collaborations with
other artists, perform at Indigifest and
other music festivals, tour nationally and
internationally, and receive nominations
for Juno and Polaris Prize awards.

CULTURAL HERITAGE

CULTURAL HERITAGE
Indigenous cultural heritage can take many forms – both living and intangible. It can refer
to ideas, experiences, objects, artistic expressions, practices, knowledge and places that are
culturally meaningful, connected to shared memory or linked to collective identity.
The loss of Indigenous cultural heritage is profound. Colonialist systems and policies have
eroded protections for Indigenous cultural heritage over many generations. The goal of
FPCC’s cultural heritage program is that Indigenous cultural heritage will be thriving with
Indigenous peoples as the stewards of their cultural heritage. We are also working to ensure
that Indigenous cultural heritage is acknowledged as an inherent human right and recognized
for its importance to the well-being and identity of Indigenous peoples and all Canadians.
To achieve these goals, FPCC supports an Indigenous-led approach to the preservation
and protection of Indigenous cultural heritage through new grant programs, training and
professional networking, and increasing the understanding of Indigenous cultural heritage
among mainstream institutions.

Oral Histories Program
This program supports Elders and
Knowledge Keepers to work with a
family member or support person to
share stories that are recorded and
included in the First Peoples’ Map
of B.C.
Indigenous Heritage Micro-Grants
These grants assist with emergent
activities related to Indigenous cultural
heritage, such as the preservation
and/or sharing of Indigenous heritage,
opportunities for knowledge sharing
with Elders and assistance in the
development of cultural heritage skills
in Indigenous communities.
Indigenous Cultural Heritage
Infrastructure Grant
This grant supports Indigenous
communities to safeguard, revitalize
and celebrate their heritage through
projects that include the conservation
of structures, cultural heritage sites,
landscapes, trails and archives.

“We did not realize how impactful it is to really create opportunities for intergenerational
learning and connection. Having Elders working with children and youth was such a benefit
to the community. The youth expressed a sense of pride in their creation and in turn felt
empowered with a new sense of what they are capable of, and the ability of their reserve lands
to be a place for positive and progressive land-based projects. The trail is truly a place for
connection and creation of culture and understanding.” —Mar Kalbfleisch, Special Education
Teacher, Penelakut Island Elementary School and Learning Centre, and grant recipient of A
Sense of Place: Reconnecting the Land through Indigenous Cultural Heritage grant.”
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A Sense of Place: Reconnecting
the Land through Indigenous
Cultural Heritage
This program assists with the connection
and safeguarding practices between
the land/environment and Indigenous
cultural heritage, including Indigenous
languages.

EVENTS
In 2019, FPCC hosted the Indigenous Cultural Heritage Forum, the HELISET TŦE
SḰÁL – ‘Let the Languages Live’ 2019 international conference on Indigenous
languages, and Indigifest. These events generated meaningful discussion,
community interest and international awareness about the revitalization of
Indigenous languages, arts and cultures.

The Indigenous Cultural
Heritage Forum and
Repatriation Symposium
In March 2020, FPCC brought
together B.C. Indigenous
cultural heritage practitioners
to provide expertise on the
current context of Indigenous
cultural heritage.
The gathering was intended
to share knowledge on
Indigenous cultural heritage
between Indigenous
communities in B.C. and to
help the Heritage Branch at
the Ministry of Forests, Lands,

Natural Resource Operations
and Rural Development
(FLNRORD) understand how
provincial cultural heritage
policies can be improved to
better support Indigenous
cultural heritage. This is
important as Indigenous
cultural heritage has been
relatively misunderstood and
overlooked by mainstream
heritage organizations.
The participants identified
next steps to support
mainstream heritage
organizations to improve their

understanding of Indigenous
cultural heritage, including
the following:
•
Developing a deeper
understanding of
Indigenous perspectives
and expectations
•
Establishing respectful
practices of engagement
with Indigenous peoples
on cultural heritage
•
Building and maintaining
relationships with
Indigenous cultural
heritage practitioners and
organizations

This event built on the
successes of the 2017
Indigenous Perspectives on
Repatriation Symposium,
which FPCC co-hosted with
the Royal BC Museum in
Kelowna, B.C. The symposium
brought together over 200
delegates from Indigenous
and non-Indigenous cultural
organizations to discuss
past and current repatriation
efforts and identify next steps.
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SUCCESS STORY
The HELISET TŦE SḰÁL – ‘Let the Languages Live’ 2019
international conference on Indigenous languages gave
voice to the community heroes of language mobilization.

The HELISET TŦE SḰÁL – ‘Let the Languages Live’ conference
provided a meaningful opportunity to share knowledge and
develop connections between the many Indigenous Nations in
this country and around the world. Bringing together those who
are working to secure the future of our languages – our language
leaders, champions, experts, speakers, Elders, Knowledge Keepers,
learners and youth – to share and collaborate is an essential element
in reclaiming, revitalizing, maintaining and strengthening First
Nations languages.

HELISET TŦE SḰÁL – ‘Let the Languages
Live’ 2019 international conference on
Indigenous languages
In partnership with the First Peoples’ Cultural
Foundation, FPCC gained local, provincial,
national and international recognition
by hosting this impactful conference. In
partnership with UNESCO, this international
gathering for Indigenous people was held in
Victoria in June 2019 to celebrate the 2019
International Year of Indigenous Languages.
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This conference brought together about
1,000 Indigenous language leaders from
around the world to share stories, best
practices and expertise related to Indigenous
language revitalization. The event highlighted
knowledge of the Indigenous experts who
are working throughout B.C. and the world
to revitalize their languages. The event
spotlighted FPCC’s role as a global leader and
brought public attention and visibility to the
value of Indigenous languages.

Multiple collaborative working sessions and
story-telling streams equipped attendees with
knowledge and skills in the following areas:
• Mobilizing communities
• Influencing institutions
• Celebrating leaders & storytellers
• Revitalizing languages in urban
communities
and learning away from home
• Using technology and research
policy protocols

Seeing the many Nations working together to restore fluency and
normalize our languages is an act of reconciliation, pride, and
nation-building and is a key element in self-determination. Our
languages are a reflection of who we are as First Nations people.
They are essential to our ceremonies, traditional laws and to the land
and water – to our very identity.
I want to acknowledge the role of the HELISET TŦE SḰÁL – ‘Let the
Languages Live’ conference in bringing together both our speakers
and learners to ensure our traditions, beliefs, ceremonies and
cultures are passed on from generation to generation.
Kininaskomitin from me to you in continuing this most important
and essential work. —National Chief Perry Bellegarde, Assembly of
First Nations
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Indigifest
Indigifest was a free one-day Indigenous music,
arts and culture festival hosted by FPCC that featured
Indigenous musicians from across B.C. performing on
outdoor stages, as well as interactive workshops that
gave attendees meaningful opportunities to learn,
dance and create art and music with local artists.
An Indigenous marketplace of vendors showcased
Indigenous culture through unique handcrafted
goods, food trucks and a children’s area offering art
projects and traditional games. This opportunity to
gather and engage with Indigenous arts and
music created positive experiences for Indigenous
people and the general public to celebrate
Indigenous culture.
FPCC is working to make Indigifest a recurring
event in the future.

SUCCESS STORY
Festivals like this are really important for Indigenous
artists. Indigifest really manifested something in us
that we already knew, that we had what it takes to get
more into the mainstream. —Quinton “Yung Trybez”
Nyce of Snotty Nose Rez Kids
Indigifest is a leading example of how Indigenous
musicians and artists from different backgrounds
can come together to demonstrate their talent and
creativity. This event not only creates an important
platform for Indigenous voices, knowledge and talent
to be shared with the larger community, but it also
brings Indigenous artists and musicians together to
create a supportive community that advances the
Indigenous music industry in B.C. and beyond.
The first event, held in August 2019, in Victoria,
included music from 18 different Indigenous
performers/groups and offered attendees seven
different workshop choices, ranging from visual arts,
storytelling, D.J. lessons and hip-hop dancing to
traditional arts and storytelling.
The empowering event supports the ongoing
development of Indigenous performers and arts
professionals by providing paid roles and opportunities
to gain skills and experience in every area of the festival.
This event demonstrates the depth of talent and
creativity that the Indigenous music and arts scene in
B.C. has to offer.

Advocacy and
Global Initiatives

Tutchone
Den k’e

Łingít

Danezāgé’
Dene K’e (ᑌ ᒐ)
Fort Nelson

Tāłtān

Lingít

"We are taking action now to support Indigenous
communities’ work to preserve and revitalize endangered
languages – languages that are cornerstones of cultural
and social identities across our province. By investing
in Indigenous languages, we invest in the future of
Indigenous communities. I am proud our government is
making this historic commitment." —Carole James, B.C.
Minister of Finance at the time of the investment
Provincial investment of $50 million
After years of advocacy, FPCC was successful in
achieving a $50 million investment in Indigenous
language revitalization in 2018. This historic investment
supports programming, resources and training to
combat the loss of Indigenous languages and safeguard
their survival for current and future generations.
Through this increase in funding, FPCC has been able
to greatly expand our programming over the past two
years to provide the more comprehensive support
communities need.
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Decade of Indigenous Languages
Following the International Year of
Indigenous Languages in 2019, UNESCO
announced an International Decade of
Indigenous Languages for 2022–2032.
FPCC has been a key player in global
efforts to protect Indigenous languages
for many years, collaborating with
experts and language champions
from around the world. The past year
brought about new partnerships
through the HELISET TŦE SḰÁL – ‘Let
the Languages Live’ 2019 international
conference on Indigenous languages.
These partnerships create opportunities
for collaboration and raise the profile
of B.C. First Nations and their unique
approaches to language revitalization.
HELISET TŦE SḰÁL shone a light on the
importance of Indigenous languages
as a human right and the contributions
of FPCC as a global leader in language
revitalization.

Our Living Languages Exhibit
In 2014, FPCC partnered with the Royal
BC Museum to deliver what has become
a permanent language exhibit entitled
“Our Living Languages: First Peoples’
Voices In B.C.” The exhibit showcases
the diversity of the 34 First Nations
languages in B.C. and celebrates the
communities who are working hard to
ensure these languages continue to be
vital. Telling this important story increases
understanding of Indigenous languages
and the importance of their revitalization.
A mobile version of this exhibit has
visited communities across the province,
making this important exhibit accessible
in many regions and increasing British
Columbians’ understanding of First
Nations languages.

The First Peoples’ Map
The First Peoples’ Map is an interactive
online map that provides information
about the Indigenous languages, cultures
and cultural places of B.C. The map can
be used to view language regions and
First Nations place names, discover
Indigenous artists and musicians, search for
community landmarks, as well as listen to
audio pronunciations of places, languages,
greetings and more. We also encourage
community members to help us build the
map – for example, to add the location of an
art space in their community, an important
place name in their region, videos or their
Indigenous language in their own voice.
Visit the map at maps.fpcc.ca.
The First Peoples’ Map includes all of
the data collected on the 34 languages
and 90+ dialects contained in the FPCC
2018 Report on the Status of B.C. First
Nations Languages.
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Fort St John
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Research and Resources

Engagement about national
Indigenous languages legislation
Bill C-91, an Act respecting Indigenous
languages, became law on June 21,
2019. The legislation recognizes that
the constitutional rights of Indigenous
Peoples include the rights to reclaim,
revitalize, maintain and strengthen
Indigenous languages. FPCC’s
leadership role was instrumental in the
development of the Act as we facilitated
engagement sessions with B.C. First
Nations, provided advocacy with the
Department of Canadian Heritage
and participated in the Assembly of
First Nations Technical Committee on
Languages and Culture.
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Since the creation of Bill C-91, we have
seen growing support for Indigenous
language revitalization. The federal
government is working with FPCC
and other Indigenous organizations
to develop a national strategy for
implementing the legislation. A key part
of the national strategy will be a funding
model that is equitable, allocates funds
towards effective language revitalization
strategies and recognizes the diversity
of Indigenous languages in B.C. and
nationwide. As a result, we expect to
see increased federal funding in the
coming years.

Endangered Languages Project
The Endangered Languages Project
(ELP) is an online network that provides
information and resources to language
champions around the world. FPCC
brings an Indigenous perspective
to the network, and we act as a key
moderator for the project, serving on the
international Advisory Committee. There
are currently over 3,000 languages in the
Catalogue of Endangered Languages,
including five new languages added in
2019/20, and the ELP website receives
almost 4 million views per year. ELP now
also has over 1,600 resources related
to COVID-19 in 634 languages and last
year delivered webinars to over 1,500
participants. This continued growth
allows for language champions from B.C.
and around the world to connect online
to share ideas and knowledge. Visit ELP
at endangeredlanguages.com.

Report on the Status of B.C.
First Nations Languages
A key piece of research in guiding
language revitalization in B.C. is the
Report on the Status of B.C. First Nations
Languages, which the FPCC Language
team produces every four years. This
report includes valuable information on
the changing landscape of First Nations
language vitality in B.C. by documenting
the number of speakers, learners,
resources and needs of the 203 First
Nations communities in B.C. Published
in 2010, 2014 and 2018, it provides a
snapshot of the current situation that
can be used to measure change
and assess the impacts of language
revitalization work.
Heritage policy paper
Our policy paper entitled Recognizing
and Including Indigenous Cultural
Heritage in B.C. was published in
September 2019. The paper has
received international recognition and
was celebrated for its relevance and
significance to B.C. First Nations.

Language costing research
FPCC conducted research on the costs of
language revitalization, at the community
level, across Canada, and worldwide.
This supports Indigenous communities
in their language revitalization planning,
and it also informed the development
of Bill C-91 by advocating for increased
government spending on Indigenous
languages.
Arts program review and research
In 2017, FPCC did a comprehensive
review of the impacts of its arts
programs, and in response added more
programs and resources requested by
communities. FPCC is now beginning
to conduct research that addresses
the vitality of Indigenous arts in B.C.
The goal is to develop and implement
an Indigenous-defined approach to
assessing the status of Indigenous arts
practices across B.C. This research will
be used to inform the development of
new programs and resources to revitalize
Indigenous arts.

Other research and resources
We are continually conducting,
reviewing and sharing research on
best practices in the revitalization of
Indigenous languages, arts and cultural
heritage. Our research directly informs
the development of resources such as
fact sheets, toolkits and guidebooks that
support Indigenous communities in B.C.
to advance their work. Some popular
resources include the following:
• Language for Life: Nourishing
Indigenous Languages in the Home
• Language Revitalization Fact Sheets
• Indigenous Cultural Heritage Toolkit
• Practicing Allowable Safe Language
Work
• Arts Grant Writing Handbook
You can view these resources at
fpcc.ca/resource.
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Funding Communities For Over 30 Years
The grant funding FPCC provides to communities
supports them to meet their unique needs in the areas
of language, arts and cultural heritage revitalization.
The majority of our budget is spent on grants to
communities, and over the years we have been able
to increase these grants through advocacy with
funders and government. While we’ve seen significant
increases in language funding, growth in arts and
cultural heritage funding has been more modest. We
are encouraged by a recent $4 million investment

in cultural heritage and are working hard to secure
ongoing investments in arts.
We know that communities need long-term,
sustainable funding to achieve the systemic change
that will overcome generations of colonial impacts. We
continue to demonstrate the need for this funding and
promote the rights of Indigenous people to access and
protect their languages, arts and cultural heritage.

Grants to Communities
$16,000,000
$14,000,000
$12,000,000
$10,000,000
$8,000,000
$6,000,000
$4,000,000

1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

$2,000,000
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Year
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FPCC GOVERNANCE
FPCC is governed by a Board of Directors, comprising up to 13 members. The
members of the board are Indigenous people from B.C. and one provincial
government representative. The Board’s role is to provide governance, oversight
and strategic direction to the organization.
In addition, the Board works with a 34-member Advisory Committee, with
one representative from each of the First Nations language groups in B.C.
The Advisory Committee acts as a bridge between FPCC and First Nations
communities by bringing community-based ideas and issues to the attention of
FPCC’s Board of Directors.
Membership for both the Advisory Committee and the Board of Directors is
sought through an open application process, which is managed by the Board’s
Governance Committee. This open application process means that any B.C. First
Nations or Indigenous individual, organization or community can nominate
someone or apply for membership.

Advisory Committee

2019/20 Board of Directors
Cynthia Jensen Fisk

Ron Ignace

Grant Alphonse

(Laax Lo'op)
Board Chair

Chief

Board Member

Jennifer Melles

Sharlene Frank

Carla Lewis

Government Seat

(Etimot)
Board Member

Governance Chair

Konrad Thiele

Ray Harris

Treasurer

(Shulqwilum)
Board Member

Amanda Bedard

Gerald Lawson

(Jaskwaan)
Secretary

(Ma̓la̓gius)
Board Member

Includes representatives from each language group in
British Columbia.

Judith Thompson
(Edōsdi)
Board Member

Connie Watts
Board Member
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Thank You to Our Partners
Wuujǫ aasanalááʔ  Kukwstsétsemc  Sunachailya  ģGiáxsiþa  Hamii ya’a 
Sne kal yëgh  înanâskomitinân  HÍSW̱ḴE  ʼuálazkʷítl  T’oyaxsut nüün 
Huy ch q’u  Stutwiniitscw  Huy chexw a  kʷukʷstéyp  Hunaqnaqniini 
ʔulnumsh  Limləmt  Kwä̀nä̀schis  Mussi cho  Kúkwstum̓ckacw  Haawa 
ilakas’la  Gùnèłchīsh  Soga sénláʼ  T’ooyaḵsiy̓ n̓iin  Kukwstumúlhkacw 
č̓ɛč̓ɛhaθɛč  Sechanalyagh  ƛ̓ekoo ƛ̓ekoo 
CURRENT FUNDING PARTNERS
Aboriginal Neighbours
BC Arts Council
Creative BC
Department of Canadian Heritage
First Peoples’ Cultural Foundation
(FPCF)
Full Circle Fund of RSF Social
Finance and Tamalpais Trust
Indigenous Services Canada
Margaret A. Cargill Philanthropies
Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural
Resource Operations and Rural
Development (Heritage Branch)
Ministry of Indigenous Relations
and Reconciliation (MIRR)
Tides Canada

OTHER CURRENT PARTNERS
APTN Digital Drum
Arts BC
BC Alliance for Arts and Culture
BC Assembly of First Nations
BC Elders Gathering
BC Ferries
BC Historical Federation
Blue Quills University
BreakOut West
Brew Creek Centre
Cambridge Bay
Chief Atahm School
Dehcho First Nation
East Michigan University
Endangered Languages Project
Council
First Nations Education Steering
Committee
Government of the Northwest
Territories

Indigenous Heritage Circle
Indigenous Music Manitoba
International Council on
Monuments and Sites Canada
Jane Juuso and Sami Indigenous
partners
Kahnawake Education Centre
Kenjgewin Teg Educational
Institute
Lhtako Dené Nation
Library and Archives Canada
Mi’kmaw Kina’matnewey
Music BC
National Arts Centre
National Assembly of First
Nations
National Research Council of
Canada
National Trust of Canada
Pacific Contact
Royal BC Museum

Siksika Nation
Simon Fraser University
Stó:lō Nation, CRM program
Talking Stick Festival
Tsi Tyónnheht Onkwawén:na
United Nations Educational,
Scientific, and Cultural
Organization
University of British Columbia
University of Hawai’i at Manoa
University of Victoria, Cultural
Heritage Management Program
Victoria Music Advisory
Committee
Wolf Spirit Productions
W̱SÁNEĆ School Board (ȽÁU,
WELṈEW̱)
Yukon Native Language Centre

The 34 B.C. First Nations Languages
Anishinaabemowin  Nēhiyawēwin  Dakelh  Dane-Zaa  Danezāgé’ 
Dene K’e  Nedut’en / Witsuwit’en  Southern Tutchone  Tāłtān 
Tse’khene  Tsilhqot’in  Lingít  Ktunaxa  Éy7á7juuthem 
Hul’q’umi’num’ / Halq’eméylem / hən̓q̓əmin̓əm̓  diitiidʔaaʔtx̣ 
Nisg̱a’a  Nłeʔkepmxcín  Nsyilxcən  Nuxalk  Secwepemctsín 
St̓át̓imcets  Gitsenimx̱  X̱aad Kil / X̱aaydaa Kil  She shashishalhem 
SENĆOŦEN / Malchosen / Lekwungen / Semiahmoo / T’Sou-ke 
Sḵwxwú7mesh sníchim  Sgüüx̣s  Sm̓algya̱x  ’Wuik̓ala  Haíłzaqvḷa 
Kwak̓wala  nuučaan̓uɫ  X̄enaksialak̓ala / X̄a’islak̓ala 

IMAGE CAPTIONS
pp.6–7: Yvonne Pierre Roy
and Edith Frederick at the
Planning for Language
Revitalization Workshop in
Prince George; p.16: Sua
Cultural Program, Kitasoo
and Xai’xais Nation, Sharing
Traditional Arts Across
Generations recipients;
p.19: Aboriginal Languages
Initiative program participants
at the Hooksum Outdoor
School in Hesquiaht Harbour,
B.C. Photo provided by
Melody Charlie; p.20:
J,SIṈTEN John Elliott, Board
Chair of the First Peoples’
Cultural Foundation in
2019 at HELISET TŦE
SḰÁL – ‘Let the Languages
Live’; p.21: SI,OLTENOT
teaching at SENĆOŦEN
LE,NOṈET SCUL,ÁUTEW̱
ȻEMLEW̱, LÁU,WELṈEW̱
Tribal School,W̱SÁNEĆ;
p.23: Sua Cultural Program,
Kitasoo and Xai’xais Nation,
Sharing Traditional Arts
Across Generations recipients;
p.25 (L-R): Travis Hebert,
Stephanie Anderson, Facundo
Gastiazoro and Manda
Hugon, Skeena Salmon Arts
Festival Society, Terrace
B.C., Arts Organizations
and Collectives recipient;
p.29: SENĆOŦEN LE,NOṈET
SCUL,ÁUTEW̱ ȻEMLEW̱,

LÁU,WELṈEW̱ Tribal
School,W̱SÁNEĆ;
p.30: Dane-Zaa Language
Gathering and Sharing Event,
Doig River B.C.;
p.31 (L–R): Patricia Prince
and Sylvia Jack at at the
Planning for Language
Revitalization Workshop in
Prince George;
p.32: Hiʔliqilaʔgelis Natasha
Green teaching Kellen Puglas
and Mason Chickite at
the Kwanwatsi, Language
Nest, ʔiksukw qwalayu
gengenanem, Campbell
River B.C.; p.33: Udzistalis
John Speck, Hereditary Chief,
Tlowitsis and Hiʔliqilaʔgelis
Natasha Green, Mentor
Apprentice Program,
Campbell River B.C.;
p.34 top: Marilyn Harry,
FirstVoices Language
Administrator, Hamalco
B.C. at the 2018 FirstVoices
training seminar; p.34
bottom: Community
language mapping at the
Planning for Language
Revitalization Workshop in
Prince George; p.35 top and
bottom: Seraphine Stewart
and the graduates of the
Reclaiming my Language
program, Upper Nicola
Band, B.C.; p.37 left: Haley
Gallup, Tahltan, at the 2018

FirstVoices training seminar;
p.37 right: Travis Ketlo and
Eleanor Nooski, FirstVoices
Team from Nadleh
Whut’en; p.38: Levi from
the Stellat'en First Naiton
Dakelh FirstVoices team;
p.39: Margaret “Peggy”
Luggi, Ustas Roy Nooski,
Dennis Patrick and Eleanor
Nooski, members of the
FirstVoices Nadleh/Stella
Dakelh; p.41 (L–R): Mariel
Belanger, Artistic Director of
Sqilxw Apna Society with
Maria Alexis and Maura
Tamez, Arts Organizations
and Collectives; p.42; Awardwinning Author Monique
Gray Smith. Photo by Centric
Photography;
p.43 left: Original artwork
by Peter George, participant
with Arts Organizations
and Collectives; p.43 right:
Michael and Bibi Bourguiba,
Arts Organizations &
Collectives, Rebuilding Our
Stories through the Arts,
Hazelton B.C.; p.44: Kevin
Loring, Artistic Director of
Savage Society at the world
premiere of Skyborn: A
Reclamation Odyssey;
p.45: Lisa Hageman
Yahgulanaas, Kuuyas
7waahlal Gidaak;
p.46: Jacob (Scott) Spicker,

Indigenous Music Initiative
recipient; p.47: Indigenous
Music Retreat Participants;
p.49 top: Penelakut First
Nation, Heritage Program
Sense of Place grant
recipients; p.50 and p.51
top: Fort Nelson First Nation,
Living Law Workshop,
Heritage Program Sense of
Place grant recipient; p.51
bottom left: Arrowhead,
Keatley Creek cultural site;
p.51 bottom right: Pit houses
at Keatley Creek cultural site;
p.53: Elroy White, Heiltsuk
First Nation, Archaeologist
and Leslie LeBourdais
Whispering Pines Band,
Pelltiq’t te Secwepemc
Nation, Assistant Manager,
Culture and Heritage of
the TteS Natural Resources
Department and member of
Indigenous Cultural Heritage
Advisory Committee,
FPCC Indigenous Cultural
Heritage Forum; p.54: Youth
Involvement in Language
Revitalization panelists
(L-R) Gisèle Maria Martin
(Tla-o-qui-aht), Skil Jaadee
White (Haida), and Jordan
Brant (Mohawk); p.55 top
(L-R): Dr. Lorna Williams
Wanosts’a7, National
Chief Perry Bellegarde,
Tracey Herbert FPCC CEO;

Performance p.55 bottom:
Performance by the Kwhlii
Gibaygum Nisga'a Dance
Group; p.56 top: DJ Kookum
and Caitlin Goulet Indigifest
performers p.56 bottom:
Workshop host and Indigifest
logo artist K.C. Hall; p.57:
Caitlin Goulet; p.58: Ms.
PAN!K; p.59 top: Snotty
Nose Rez Kids;
p.59 bottom: Mob Bounce;
p.60 left: FPCC CEO
Tracey Herbert at the BC
Governerment announcement
of $50 million for Language
Revitalization; p.61 left:
Our Living Languages: First
Peoples’ Voices In B.C., a
permanent language exhibit
at Royal BC Museum; pg.62
left: Recording stories in the
Tai Khamyang language,
Assam, India. Photo from
Palash Nath.; p.62 right:
FPCC buttons at the 2018
B.C. Elders Gathering p.65:
Lekwungen Traditional
Dancers; p.67: FPCC Board,
Advisory Committee and
Staff at the 2019 AGM in
Chase, B.C. p. 71: Lynette
LaFontaine hide tanning
course, Sharing Traditional
Arts Across Generations

First Peoples’ Cultural Council
1A Boat Ramp Road, Brentwood Bay, B.C.
V8M 1N9 Canada (250) 652-5952 fpcc.ca

